
Teacher notes - Un long dimanche de   
fiançailles

The film, Un long dimanche de fiançailles, directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet, is based on a novel of the 
same name written by Sébastien Japrisot.

In 1917, five French soldiers are convicted of self-mutilation in a court martial in order to escape 
further military service in the trenches on the Somme during the First World War.

Instead of being executed immediately, they are condemned to face near certain death in the no 
man’s land between the French and German lines.

In 1919, Mathilde, Manech’s fiancée and childhood sweetheart, still refuses to believe that Manech 
is dead in spite of the French authorities’ insistence. Mathilde begins to uncover clues as to what 
actually took place on the battlefield, engaging Germain Pire a private detective to help her. Eventually 
Mathilde finds out her fiancé is alive but suffering from amnesia.

Brief synopsis of the film 

Description of activity 
and suggested uses Skills covered

Activity 1 Scaffolded mind map. Students 
have a photo of one of the 
characters (le commandant 
Lavrouye) surrounded by 
“mind map” bubbles containing 
questions about him. They also 
have statements which they 
drag to the appropriate mind 
map. Paper versions of the task 
are also available. 

This matching exercise tests 
reading comprehension and 
students’ knowledge of the film. 
The task can be completed by 
an individual, or discussed orally 
by groups of students. Students 
can create similar tasks for 
other characters in the film, 
using generic type questions  
starting with Qui ? Pourquoi ? 
Quand ? Où ? Que ?   
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Activity 2 Mind map without ‘scaffold’. 
Students have a photo of 
one of the characters (Daniel 
Esperanza) surrounded by 
“mind map” bubbles containing 
questions about him. This time, 
however, they have to answer 
the questions themselves. 
Examples of possible answers 
are given as a check. 

This reading and writing 
exercise tests reading 
comprehension and students’ 
knowledge of the film. The 
task can be completed by an 
individual, or discussed  orally 
by groups of students. Students 
can create similar tasks for 
other characters in the film, 
using generic type questions  
starting with Qui ? Pourquoi ? 
Quand ? Où ? Que ?  and expect 
their fellow students to provide 
answers which can then be 
checked by the class or the 
teacher. 

Activity 3 Removing a character. This 
task essentially asks students 
to evaluate the contribution of 
the chosen character (in this 
case Mathilde, the heroine) to 
the film. Students are required 
to read a character description 
and evaluation, choose relevant 
details and to summarise the 
essentials. 

This is a reading and writing 
task which can only be 
completed when the students 
are familiar with the character. 
It requires the ability to 
summarise the essentials in 
French. In this instance the 
text is very succinct- “indices”, 
“enquête”, “histoire d’amour” 
which might offer the possibility 
of expansion into aspects of 
Mathilde’s character.

Teachers or students can 
create similar tasks using 
other characters essential to 
the events in the film, such as 
Manech,  Germain Pire, Tina 
Lombardi, Célestin Poux or 
Benoît Notre Dame.


